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Many thanks to Professor Liu Yu-yang, my dearest advisor, who has always give门 me inspiration. 丁hank you for your guidance 
throughout the entire year. 
Thank you to Ronan Collins, who has given advice on the structural system of the design. 
Special thanks to the Kowloon-Canton Railway Corporation and the Mass Transit Railway Corporation who have given me all 
the necessary information of (the as-built drawings) the Kowloon l o n g KCR and MTR stations as a basis of my design. Special 
thanks to Andrew Seah of the KCRC for the enjoyable and valuable architectural discussions. 
Last but absolutely not the least, thank you to all of you who have sacrificed your precious free time to work with me during my 
difficult times: (in alphabetical order) Alan, Alice, Athena, Calvert, Edmond, Grace, Hei, Hoi Lung, Kenneth and Patrick. Without 
your warmest support (especially Hei), this thesis could not have bee门 completed so well. 
The thesis is about "Art in the city", in which architecture acts as a mediator 
between the two. Art outside museums and galleries, art in public realm is being 
investigated because I believe art should be part of our daily lives. Art should be 
able to engage a more heterogeneous audience, so that it can be encountered by 
non-specialist, non-professionals, public without artistic background, public who 
might be indifferent, incomprehensive, or to the most extreme case, hostile to the 
works of public art. i 
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In Hong Kong, transportation constitutes an important component 
in our everyday lives. Nearly half of our population (approxiatmely 
3 million people) travels with the railway everyday. Taking railway 
system as a point of departure, the thesis aims at investigating 
how travel relates to the experience of encountering art. “ 
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01 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ART, ARCHITECTURE A N D CITY 
This section is an elaborat ion on the statement "architecture acts as a mediator between art and 
the city". The relationship between art, architecture and city can be seen as a context for the 
statement, architectural examples of "art in the city" will also be discussed. 
Metasofa,Josef Trattner, Graz 2003 
photo by Harry Schiffer 
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A. ART AND ARCHITECTURE 
Art is a medium for individuals to express their very own ideas/opinions/feelings about their existence and their position in the 
context of society/universe. 
we ne( 
Art gives pleasure most of the time because of its aesthetics qualities. It is the nature of human to appreciate things that 
beautiful. Art also provoke viewers to think about themselves in relation to the position of the artist. 
!i liersectio!•‘ 
.hiiecture 
: n d 
There is a long history that attests to the intersection between art and architecture (see timeline on page 7), in which art forms 
are classified into two categories: planar art and three-dimensional art. 
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(left) Sety I's Campaigns, (middle) Temple o fAmun, 
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s from the temple to the River Nile 
The Abduction of Proserpine, \Afell painting i S. Apollinare Nuovo, 
interface of intersection between art and architecture 
architecture vs image/ 2D art form 
Landscape, Fresco form Akrotiri- Thera 
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Scenes of a Dionysiac Mystery Cult, Mural frieze. 
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(left) Stained glass window, 
(right) Maze on floor, Chartres Cathedral,1170 A.D. 
Palace of Versailles, 
Gerrit Rietveld, Schroder House 
Piet Mondrian, Composition with Red, 
Yellow and Blue, 1930A.D. 
,installation "Jenny Holier", 
.Guggenheim Museum, New York., 
Thomas Ruff & Herzog de Meuron, Eberswalde Technical School Library, 
Eberswalde, Germany, 1997-99 A.D. Keith Sonnier, neon tube installation at Kunsthaus Bregenz 
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identified 
architecture vs sculpture/ 3D art form 
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Early Christian 
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Romanesq Renaissance 
E X T E R I O R I N T E G R A T E D I N T E R I O R E X T E R I O R I N T E G R A T E D 
Neoclassicism Twentieth Century 
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The Parthenon, Akropolis, Athens, 448-432 B.C. (upper middle) Dinoysos 
(upper left) Porch of the Maidens, the Erechtheum, Akropolis, Athens. 421 
(lower middle) from frieze of Parthenon 










(left) Chartres Cathedral,1145-1170 A.D, 
(right) West portal, Chartres Cathedral 
A 
Augusts Bartholdi,Sfa(ue of Liberty. 
Liberty Island, New York Harbour, 
1 Lin, Vietnam Veterans Memorial, The Mall, 
Vteshington, D.C., 1982 A.D., Black granite 152m 
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,Centre Georges Pompidou, 
'o-Way Mirror Cylinder Inside Cube and Video Salon: 
Rooftop Urban Park. Dia Center for the Arts, New York, 1991 A.D. 
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Planar art forms were found as murals in caves as early as the prehistoric age (15000 B.C). From ancient time to the Middle Ages, 
murals usually existed in religious architecture such as: temples and churches. They formed an integral part of the architecture, 
constituting the interior surfaces of a space. Later till the Renaissance, paintings were found on canvas and panel. This was an 
important development, as the artwork no longer formed part of the architecture, instead they could be carried around. Due to 
technological development, photography was invented in the 19"^  Century; the art form is a reflection of the reality, the real world 
being captured by chemical process with the help of machine (camera). At the end of the 20出 century, numerous new art forms 
emerged; examples include LED art and new media art which encompasses video art, digital art, internet art and so on. 
Three-dimensional art form has existed as early as the existence of buildings. Sculptures and reliefs are usually integrated with 
the facade. Exquisite sculptures are usually found on important religious and civic buildings. In Rome, obelisks and columns 
are associated with the planning of the city. In late 20"^ century, installation art and environmental art emerge, they are highly 
site-specific as oppose to what we call "dropped sculptures". Virtual reality is another art form that deals with visual illusion in 
real time and space. 
To understand the intersection of art and architecture throughout history, I shall refer to the book "The Media Pavilion: Art and 
Architecture in the Age of Cyberspace" by Peter Weibel. Weibel gave a clear account of the evolution of the interface between 
art and architecture. Below are the two main statements that are made in the writings; 
-"Painting as a historical interface between art and architecture." 
- "The media as a new interface between art and architecture." 
'The Night Watch", 
Rembrandt Van Rijn,1642 
gigitalwa",’t。y。it。architetto', 
Basilica Palladiana.Vicenza, Italy, 2001 
"Painting as a historical interface between art and architecture." 
Painting is "upheld via the wall" and also "forms part of the building". Painting strives to archive the "spatial and architectural 
effects", through the use of perspective, to create spatial illusion. This motif of creating spatial illusion was abandoned at the turn 
of the 19th century, when the idea modernism took over. Composition in painting is then reduced to the most simplistic geometric 
form, with the use of primary flat colors? 
"The media as a new interface between art and architecture." 
Weibel coined the term technological image when he wrote about the relationship between the image and the media. 
Technological image refers to photo, film image and digital image. The vehicle of the image is "no longer the painted canvas but 
rather modern technological visual media". The significance of this change is the "new spatial experience" that we alight upon 
when encountering media art. 
Through the aid of technology, the image can now be stored in digital format’ which makes it "changeable at the speed of light". 
Exchange of data in real time is now made possible. The image is no longer static, it is temporal and changeable, viewers can 
take part in the image and it is possible for the image to be interactive. Art and architecture then meet in the virtual space, a 
space created by the computer. Visionary concepts such as to control the opacity of fagade by electronic mechanism is now 
possible. The interface is now the media, the media which is able to communicate. The image in this doctrine, is illusionistic’ as 
if the illusion created by meticulously constructed perspective in traditional paintings. The illusion created by the media, is much 
more enriched, it is stereometrically three-dimensional with functions such as interactivity and non-locality integrated within.^ 
10 
In my opinion, both painting and media are two-dimensional art form, so I would rather see image as an interface between art 
and architecture. The evolution that Weibel described is still valid, but I would see it more of the evolution of the image itself 
other than a shifting of interface from painting to media. Medium such as film is regarded as image, to be more precise, film 
is composed of images being projected at a rate of 24 frames per second in order to create the motion effect. Video, another 
medium, uses the same logic but images are projected at the rate of 30 frames per second. The nature of the image has 
undergone numerous transformations; the image is no longer confined to a permanent locale e.g. walls or canvas. It is subjected 
to changes and variations, locale is no longer important, as images could be projected literally on any surface including our 
bodies. Image is now way beyond a spectacle, through the assistance of machines and computers, an image could also become 
an interface through which man could communicate with. The changing nature of the image opens up new possibilities for the 
intersection between art and architecture. 
11 
An example of the intersection of art and architecture - the Secession Movement, Vienna 
Throughout the history, art and architecture had come to a formal as well as conceptual intersection at the turn of the 2〇th 
century. The movement is known as the Secession Movement, which took place in the capital of Austria - Vienna. 
Secession, also known as the Austrian Art-Nouveau movement, started as an opposition against the Academy of Fine Arts and 
the Kunstlerhaus in the year 1897. A group of progressive artists at the time including Joseph Maria Olbrich, Josef Hoffmann, 
Carl Moll, Koloman Moser led by Gustav Klimt founded the "Association of Visual Artists Vienna Secession" which is independent 
of the academy, to fight for the freedom of art at that time. 
Among the founding members, were artists from different fields: painters and designers, graphic artists and typographers and 
architects. (Joseph Maria Olbrich and Josef Hoffmann) 
"To Each Time its Art, to Art its Freedom" is the motto of the secessionists. They rejected the Eclectic Historicism in the academy 
and wanted to form aesthetic expressions of their age. "The basic aims of the Secession are to promote acceptance of new 
developments in art, to encourage the willingness to take risks, to support experimentation and the confrontation of Austrian with 
international ar t "" The Secessionists wanted to redefine the realm of applied arts and to propose the unification of different art 
forms (e g architecture and applied arts). Henry van de Velde, a Belgian designer and theorist, suggested "to impress beauty 
upon every aspect of our lives, that the artist should no longer simply paint pictures, but rather create whole rooms, or even 
x./ollnanorc anH fi irniti irp U/PII nflintinn<?“ 
12 
In 1898, the Secession Building which was solely designated for the exhibition of the Secessionists was erected, it was designed 
by one of the members of the group: Joseph Maria Olbrich. The architect expressed the believes of the Secessionists by means 
of symbolism in the architecture. The Secession Building signifies the protest against the pseudo-historical styles of the 
Century. ^ Mystical elements such as laurel leaves and Gorgons were exploited. 
“The laurel leaf is the dominant symbol in the completed building. It can be found on the pilasters of the front/anterior wing and 
the entrance niche/recess, as well as in the various garlands along the side elevations and it hovers over the building in the form 
of the 3000 gilt leaves and 700 berries of the dome."® 
"The 'coronation' of the building with the branches of laurel tree, formally and symbolically ……maybe read as both a manifestation 
of m o n u m e n t a l - a r c h i t e c t u r a l pathos and as the programmatic emblem of the Secession and its ‘mission’.,,？ The laurel dome 
symbolizes a myth of origin, the growing and blossoming of the new art proposed by the Secessionists. 
‘The entrance area is decorated by the masks of the three Gorgons, which symbolize architecture, sculpture and painting. The 
side elevations also feature owls that were formed by Olbrich himself. The Gorgons and the owl are attributes of Pallas Athene, 
the goddess of wisdom, victory and the crafts. Joseph Maria Olbrich integrated a symbolic language in the building, that is given 
a fresh and u n a c a d e m i c / u n p e d a n t i c interpretation here."« The Gorgons^ symbolically guard the Secession Building, to keep it 
safe from harm safe from oppositions. While three Gorgons were specifically used, it symbolizes the inseparable relationship 
between the three sisters: architecture, sculpture and painting. All the ornamental details are signifiers of meanings; they 
evinced the aspirations and ambitions of the Secessionists. 
13 
The architects and the artists were in close collaboration in the realization of the Secession Building; both parties took part 
vigorously in the design process. "In 1889, Olbrich built the Secession Building, apparently after a sketch by Klimt……From Klimt 
came the battered walls, the axiality and especially the laurel motif ”io Curiously, the final design of the Secession Building 
was very similar to the initial sketches made by Klimt. Whether this was a coincidence or not remain difficult to justify. 
Other than the architect, a number of Secessionists artists had contributed to the decorative program within the building. The 
sculptural decoration of the portal niche was by Othmar Schimkowitz; the copper repousse facing on the main entrance door 
was by Georg Klimt. The frescoed Dance of the Wreath-Bearing Maidens on the north fa?ade and the polychrome glass rosette 
window The Archangel of Art on the front wall of the vestibule were by Koloman Moser. The owls on the side fronts that were 
modeled in cement stone was by Olbrich after the drawing of Moser. The wallpaper for the exhibition room devoted to applied 
arts was a joint effort of Olbrich and Moser. 
Olbrich designed the architecture of the Secession Building and most of the ornamental details were co-coordinated with 
various artists in the group. The building therefore was not a result from the sole effort of the architect, but a true collaboration 
between the architect and the artists. The artists did not come after the design was completed, but were involved actively in the 
process. Two parties were highly influential to each other i.e. the work of Olbrich demonstrated in the Secession Building had 
later on influenced few graphic artists in the Ver Sacrum Magazine; while the design of Olbrich is highly influenced by the work 
of the leader of the group - Gustav Klimt. The laurel dome with 3000 leaves of gilded wrought iron that Oblrich created was 
without a doubt inspired by the ornamentation of Gustav Klimt. Under the influence of applied arts, the Secession Building has 
demonstrated a special concern forfagade, symbol and decoration.^^ Today, the Secession Building is still an important museum 
for the exhibition of contemporary artworks, while the piece Beethoven Frieze created by Gustav Klimt (1901) remains in the 
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01 Gustav Kiimt, Ver Sacrum, Sketch for main facade, 1897 
02 Joseph M. Olbrich, Sketch fo「main facade, 1898 
03 Secession Building, main facade 
04 Members of the Association of Visual Artists, Vienna Secession, 1902 
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06 Secession Building 
07 Dome of gilded laurel leaf 
08 The owl on the side facade 
09 The Gorgons on the front facade 
10 Rosette window at main lobby by 
Koloman Moser 
11 Side view of the Secession Building 
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12 Plan of Secession Building 
13 Section of Secession Building 
14 Renee Green, Projekt Fassade, 2000 
15 Greg Lynn / Fabian Marcaccio,Secess/on Project, 1999 







B. ART AND CITY 
‘•Art has left the museum and ventured onto the street in search of a wider audience. Interest has shifted from autonomous and 
self-referential works into site-specific installations with audience-inclusive conc印ts.”12 
This is very true, public art emerges as a form of art outside the traditional museum context; its audiences are not professional 
art viewers but the public. The adjective "public" in "public art" is not defined by physical location; but rather is defined by its 
psychological demarcation. Within this definition mass media, transport systems, schools, churches and etc are regarded as 
public in view of their usage and consusmption pattern. "Public art" means art that remains open for public access, which is the 







"Art in the city" does not mean to omit, or by any means, to be disrespectful to any museums that are contemplated and 
orchestrated for exhibitions of artworks. The notion attempts to suggest an alternative space for encountering art in the city. 
"It occurred to us to ask: why aren't there any windows in the museum? Is art as fragile as all that? Does art have to be so 
protected, so preserved from the world outside? For many of us in my generation, who are doing public art now, the starting 
point, the jumping-off point, was the museum. When a person enters a museum, that person is saying: "I am an art viewer." 
That person is separating himself or herself, then, from all those others who aren't art viewers. Inside the museum, the artist can 
do anything; the art viewer, after all, has asked for it. But, outside the museum, in the world, when you come upon something 
for the first time, you pick it up, you touch it, you listen to it, you smell it, you taste it. Outside the museum, the world is in your 
hands, and you're in the hands of the world."^^ 
The importance of public art 
••Unlike work displayed in museums and galleries, public art is a shared and common experience."^'' The event of encountering 
art then becomes a collective memory for audiences. 
"The function of public art in the modern city is to reflect the multivalent realities of the democratic present; to surprise people into 
creative interaction with the work, into constructing its meanings in relation to their own lives in their own time and piace."^^ 
19 
C. ART, ARCHITECTURE AND CITY 
The Storefront Gallery for Art and Architecture in New York (1993) is an example of architecture that has illustrated the idea of 
"Art in the city". 
The Storefront Gallery for Art and Architecture is New York is a collaborative work of architect Steven Holl and artist Vito Acconci. 
The gallery is located on the ground floor in the border of the Soho district in New York. The goal of the programming is to 
"explore the border areas" of the art and architectural disciplines and to "make overlapping zones visible and public." The 90-foot 
storefront consists of panels of various sizes which could be opened up in different ways according to the season or function, in 
response to the considerations of both inner and outer space. Four large panels are able to swing out over the sidewalk reaching 
back into the gallery, thereby blurring and overlapping the border between the street and the gallery. In between these large 
panels are the smaller pieces that could be folded down to form table and benches. 
For the public, the flexible architectural elements have created links and transparencies between the urban environment and the 
art space, hence establishing borders which have provided a constant flux of local and spatial relationships for viewers and the 
passers-by. For the exhibiting artists or architects, there remains a challenge of articulating these panels to establish their very 
own attitude on the relationship between the public space and the exhibition area. The storefront could be hermetic or open as 
it could come up into many different formal possibilities. 
"What 丨 like is that this fagade is not a cover, not a surface - it's a space-maker; it's an instrument between inside and outside." 
Vito Acco 门 ci. 
"Friends of art and architecture who have come to see an exhibition become a part of street activity; the gallery becomes a 
phenomenon visually devoid of t h r e s h o l d . " I f the gallery is wide open the panels are either at right angles to the flow of 
pedestrians or go with this flow, it encourages the city user by the way of this unusual gesture to stop and linger or to enter the 
unfamiliar space. It diverts the usual trot of the big city and crosses, that is to say runs counter to, the automatism of the direction 
of flow.....we have been presented here with a new kind of relation between private and public space."’？ The fagade "sees and 
positions itself as a membrane between public space and the art/architecture system."i® 
Through the new facade, the gallery is extended out to the city, to occupy the street. Flexibility is the key that enables the 
interaction between public and art. 
21 
02 THE RAILWAY SYSTEM 
This section examines the railway system in terms of t ime and space. 
A railway traveller's visual exper ience will also be investigated. 
22 
A. DECODING A RAILWAY STATION IN TERMS OF SPACE AND TIME 
There are 2 components of the railway station in terms of space and time, i.e. the physical space and the fast-box space. A 
railway station is the point of connection between the physical space and the fast box space. In the article New Urban Design 
Approach", the 丁echnion, Israel Institute of Technology has given a clear definition of both physical space and fast-box space 
based on the theories by Cullen, Lynch and Venturi. 
"Physical space, defined by S (space) in physics - a perceptible space having three dimensions (x,y,z), that can be experienced 
by all human senses. It has a strong imprint on the human being, who inhabits a 3-dimensional dynamic sphere, and experiences 
it dynamically (Cullen, Lynch)." 
^"living at the train 
"Fast-box space, defined by V (velocity) in physics. The human being is situated in a 3-dimensiona丨 static sphere, experiencing 
the changing world through a 2-dimensional dynamic window (Venturi). In this cases all senses except touch are exploited, and 
the ability for easy orientation.i9" 
in the train 
departing the ti tiii ： 
Activity of passenger P 
The primary function of fast-box space is to connect the otherwise fragmented physical spaces. This connection is achieved 
through physical movement by means of a transport system. Historically, people lived solely in physical spaces in the past, but 
then later we gradually see the combination of physical space and fast-box space because of the advancement of technology. 
Before the machines were invented, our displacement from one place to another was confined by the physical limit of our bodies or 
other animals such as horses and camels. The invention of machines has tremendous impact to our mode of transportation, 
23 
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movement is generated by motors, we then travel in fast-boxes (e.g. automobile or train) that are empowered by energy source 
such as gas, coal and so on. A diagram showing the relationship between a passenger and the train (fast-box space) in relation 
to time is on page 22, 23. 
The railway is a unique mode of transportation because of its handling capacity and speed. Each train car, as in the case of 
KCR is able to accommodate a maximum of 335 persons, which means a train comprising of 12 cars is able to accommodate a 
maximum of 4020 persons.?。 
Unlike the automobile, which can travel freely on ground, the train must follow a predefined track/route. The track allows 
unobstructed movement from one end to another. The train station is the only physical space where the fast-box is allowed 
to stop in order to upload and unload passengers. The train travels at a constant speed; the speed varies only when it is 
approaching/leaving or stops at the station. 
If time is taken as a measurement of distance, with railway transportation, distance between physical spaces is greatly 
compressed. "The diminution of transport distances seemed to create a new, reduce, geography, yet it did not actually alter the 
size of the spaces between the points connected by the new mode of transport."21 With the aid of mechanics within a fast-box, 
the displacement of human body at a given time is multiplied. Schivelbusch sees the didactics in a way that "...the alteration 
of spatial relationships by the speed of the railway train was not simply a process that diminished space, but it was a dual one: 
space was both diminished and expanded. "22 
The charts on page 25 and 26 show the distance between KCR and MTR stations in Hong Kong in terms of time; charts on page 
27 and 28 show the duration of different events within a specific railway station: the Kowloon Tong MTR station. 
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KCRC East Rail 
distance between stations 
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duration] [event at kowloon to门g MTR station 
n _ exit A 
from exit to concourse 
exit A to concourse 
exit C1 to concourse 
exit C2 to concourse 
exit E to concourse 
from gate to vertical circulation 
pass through entry gate 
from entry gate to nearest escalator or vice versa 
from entry gate to the fiirtherest escalator or vice versa 
.m" - m _ • 
vertical circulation (from concourse level to platform level) 
traveling in lift (0.25m/s) 
traveling in escalator (0.4ni/s) 
from exit to the fiirtherest entry gate 
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duration] [event at kowloon to门g MTR station 










train entering station till it stops 
train remains stationary until doors open 
doors from close to open (without/with screen doors) 
doors remain ope门 
doors from open to close (without/with screen doors) 
train remains stationary uniti it moves 
train starts to move until it departs the station 
train in the station (summation of the above items) 
waiting for the train (peak hour) 
train to travel from one station to the next station 





Visual experience in railway travel - visual perception in relation to speed 
Speed, by definition, is the distance travelled divided by the time of travel. Curiously, our visual perception changes with speed. 
Our visual perception is diminished by velocity; we lose the ability to recognize details when our body is subjected to high 
velocity. Page 30 and 31 show the different views perceived in a fast-box. "Speed is the determinant of focal angle, both for 
driver and passengers. Increases of speed narrow the focal angle with a resulting visual shift from detail to generality; attention 
shifts to points of decision We depend upon vision for our perception of s p e e d . ( s e e page 32) 
These are essential information because art is primarily concerned with visual perception and stimulation. 
Visual dullness of railway travelling 
The train travels "a speed at which the objects outside rush past the eyes without color or contour, and thus cannot be recognized 
anymore."24 The diminished visual perception gives us a sense that the environment along a railway track is more-or-less the 
same. In subterranean condition, such sense is enormously amplified. We see ourselves moving in a dark tunnel with little 
illumination, we lose our sense of orientation because we loose connection with the world on ground. In Boston, Kevin Lynch 
believed that "The railroad lines and the subway are... examples of detachment. The buried paths of Boston subway could 
not be related to the rest of the environment except where they come up for air, as in crossing the river...丁he subway is a 
disconnected nether world."25 
The traveller's visual experience from one station to another is dull and monotonous. "The traveller finds himself condemned to 
idleness as soon as he enters the carriage. The monotony of the trip soon takes effect: boredom a r r i v e s . . . O n e could observe 
a unique visual phenomenon within a train compartment. We see passengers reading: staring at books and magazines, PDA 
or mobile phones. We see passengers staring outside of the window or staring at other passengers. We also see passengers 
dozing. In terms of what to look at, the railway system does not have many choices to offer. (See page 33 and 34) 
seeing the city - a train's perspective 
(this page) location of trains (next page) views from various trains (in service) moving arond the city at a given time 
31 
32 
in physical space 
C R P 
in 抬st-box space (14.4m/s) 
Visual perception vs velocity: 
motion 
3 conditions of railway in the city 
"The buried part o f . . . subway could not be related to the rest of the 
environment except where they come up for air ..." 
Kevin Lynch. ..The Image of the City " 
參• • • • 參 •參參 
• • • • 
[MTR stations] on visiduct at grade underground 
[MTR track system] o门 viaduct at grade underground 
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distance covered by the 3 conditions: on viaduct gr，underground 
SHW CEN ADMWAC CAB TIH FOH NOP QAB TAK SWH SKW 卜iFC CHW 
YMT MOK PRE SKM KOT LOF WTS CHH DIH KOB NTK KWT LAT YAT TKL 
TWL 
CEN ADM TST JOR YMT MOK PRE SSP CSW LCK MEF LAK KVVF KWH TWHTSW 
TKOL 
NOP QUB YAT TIK TKO HAH POL 
TCL 
HOK KOW OLY LAK TSY TUC 
APL 
HOK KOW TSY AIR 
[break-down of total distance] 
32% on viaduct 
7'I Q F - D E 
50% underground 
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Dullness of routine 
Routine means a prescribed, detailed course of action to be followed regularly.^^ Everydayness is a situation in which action is 
repeated in a daily pattern, everydayness has a link with time, it is "a reduction of existence to familiarity", it is an "unsurprising 
mode of existence". 
Everydayness "constitutes a frame of reference by which possibilities are determined in advance, and in which the boredom and 
dullness this generates seek constant diversion. 
For most urban dwellers, travelling with railway is associated with everydayness. K is a repetitive pattern which is predictable 
and therefore is monotonous. 
How can one escape from this 
dullness? 
To breakthrough the dullness in railway travelling- the introduction of temporal art 
We need something essentially different from what is already there. We need contrasts. Temporality is a contrast to everydayness; 
it denotes a condition bounded in time. Temporality could provoke a temporality of state of mind, thereby generating moods and 
emotions. Art is a contrast to boredom; art gives visual pleasure because of its aesthetic value. 
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Temporality + Art = Temporal Art 
Permanency and temporality are contradictory in terms of time, but both are issues that are embodied in art and public life. 29 |f 
we try to associate temporality with art, we could imagine a specific form of art - temporal art. Impermanent temporal relates to 
changes. 
In the article "Temporality and Public Art”，Philips criticized that "public art has been too applied as a modest antidote or a grand 
solution，rather than perceived as a forum for investigation, articulation, and constructive reappraisal." To provide alternatives to 
permanent public art, Philips suggested artists to commit to temporality in art. She proposed that public art should be short-term 
experiments that are exploratory, to express and to analyze the contemporary condition. 
"The temporary in public art is not about the absence of commitment or involvement, but about an intensification and enrichment 
of the conception of public. The public is diverse, variable, volatile, controversial; and it has its origins in private lives of all 
citizens... It is these rich ambiguities that should provide the subject matter for public art: the temporary provides the flexible, 
adjustable, and critical vehicle to explore the relationship of lasting values and current events, to enact the idea of the commons 
in our own lives. A conceptualization of the idea of time in public art is a prerequisite for a public life that enables inspired 
change." 
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Philips endeavored to associate public life with the notion of temporality because she believed that out of temporality, issues of 
life could be investigated in order to understand the nature of public. This more-or-less coincides with the belief that art is meant 
to make people think about "their own lives in their own time and place", as discussed 丨门 the previous chapter, o^ 
Examples of temporal art 
I shall divide temporal art into two categories for the ease of discussion, i.e. art responding to changes in environment and art 
determined by controlling factors. The strategies employed in specific type of temporal art works will be discussed in relation to 
examples of architecture sharing similar concept/idea. 
Douglas Mollis, f\ Sound Garden, Lake Washington. Seattle，USA, 1983 Toyo Ito, Tower of HZ/nds,Yokohama, Japan, 
art responding to changes in environment 
:、 .— 
(left) The Sound Garden is a forest of steel towers with wind-activated organ pipes mounted on 
vanes that will move to face the wind. The wind is transformed into sound through the organ pipes. 
(right) Tower of Winds is made as a ventilation and water tank facility for a shopping center buried 
right underneath it A concrete box is hidden within an oval cylinder made of a number of perforated 
aluminum panels. After the sun sets, lights come on from within, fluctuating according to outside 
cues such as wind and noise, giving the building an appearance of fluidity and movement. 
j r 
(left) 72 inches} are placed within in two former 100 aluminum blocks with dimension (41 x 51 
artillery sheds. The surface of the metal reflects and refracts light from outside, making every piece 
of the aluminum block unique in appearance. 
(right) The Dichroic Light Field is made up of glass panels measuring 46x100 feet and 216 glass fins 
with dichroic glass coating attached perpendicular to the plane. Illusion is created by capturing 
ambient light on the field's surface. The steel substructure reflects the changing light conditions of 
the sky and subtly changes the images. 
Donald Judd.roo untitled works in mill aluminum’ 1982- James Carpenter, Dichroic Light Field, New York, USA, 1995 
Dan Graham, Two Staggered Two-Way-Mirror Half-Cylinders, 2000 Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Body Movies, Rational Architecture 6’ Rotterdam, the Netherlands, 2001 
fice as 
(left) The curved glass pane as a two-way mirror to reflect changes in intensity of light, spectators 
could see their own images in the glass, as well as the reflection of the spectators on the other side 
of the glass. 
(right) This is a piece of interactive installation; as people walk on the square, their shadows would 
be projected on the building. A camera-based tracking system would project images of portraits 
prepared by the artist to match with the viewers' shadows. Over 50 people could take part in the 
process, thereby controlling 1,200 square meters of projections on the facade. 
Laurie Anderson, Home of the Brave, 1985 
Fremont Street Experience, Downtown Las Vegas, USA 
art determined by controlling factors 
M 
(left) Home of the Brave is a multi-media theatrical event. The work is a combination of ambient 
sound, spoken word narration, songs, dance sequences, and visual effects. 
(right) The Fremont Street Experience is made possible by nearly 2.1 million lights and 208 
speakers installed on the space frame of the canopy. The strobe lights are computer-programmed 
which are capable of producing more than 300 colors. The show featuring computer-generated 
animation and sound is presented nightly. 
• •d 
Dan Flavin, Untitled, 1995, blue, red and green fluorescent light, edition 2/5 Keith Sonnier, Millennium 2000, Kuntshaus Bregenz, Austria, October 2 to November 28,1999 
(left) The work is made from fluorescent light of 3 colours: blue, red and oreen. The fluorescent 
fixture as an industrial material is made as an aesthetic object in the work, w^th its elementarv form 
being emphasized. 
(right) 512 fluorescent tubes of blue, red and green are installed behind the facade, light is used as a 
matter for the artist to construct the work. The composition of the fluorescent tubes changes from 
time to time, giving viewers different visual experiences. 
• 
^ t o Acconci, Instant House, 1980，Flags, wood, chain, springs, cable and pulleys, Collection 
鄉 Diego Museum of Co门temporary Art 
Steven Holl & Vito Acconci, The Storefront Gallery for Art and Architecture, 1993, New York, USA 
V ,ir 
(left) The Instant House is consisted of 4 wooden American flags lying on the ground in a cross 
shape, the 4 pieces will be activated to form vertical surfaces making up a room when someone sit 
down in the swing. 
(right) The 90-foot Storefront Gallery is consists of panels of various sizes which could be opened up 
in different ways according to the season or function, in response to the considerations of both inner 
and outer space. 
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03 THE RAILWAY SYSTEM + ART 
What happens if art is being introduced to the 
railway system? This section looks into different 
examples of railway art throughout the world. 
45 
The Hong Kong Museum of Art 
A. THE LOGIC 
The act of introducing art (or re-designing a railway station) is to add flavor to the everydayness i.e. to provoke emotions. 
The railway system is the focus of the thesis because of its enormous capacity: MTR (with 48 stations) is handling 2.3 million 
people everyday while ^^KCR (with 13 stations, exiuding the West Rail) is handling 0.8 million people per day.32 The 3.1 million 
people - the commuters become the audiences for art. (see page 46 for extensiveness of the railway system in Hong Kong) 
Museums in Hong Kong are considered distant from our daily lives, as shown by the amount of visitors in our art museums. For 
the Hong Kong Museum of Art, 283,123 visitors were recorded for the year 2002/2003^3, which approximately equals to 4.17% 
of our population.34 I am trying to place art in public realm, so that it could be part of our daily lives. Art then becomes accessible 
to people who are not necessarily interested in art, as the museum is already incorporated into the station. "Think you are not 
the type to visit an art gallery? You probably travel through one every day."35 
The ultimate ambition would be to create a linear museum within city, to introduce art in every station, where one could discover/ 
experience simply by travelling in a fast-box space (the train). 
46 




new rail lines 
47 
MTR vs. Tate Gallery 
It is noteworthy that the size of the Kowloon Tong interchange is comparable to that of a world-class museum in London - The Tate Modern. 
B S M 
Tate M〇dG厂门 
V I " _ 譯 
Kowloon Tong interchange 
100m 
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Here is a comparison of the time and usage between MTR and the Tate Gallery: 
0-3 min waiting for the train at platform 
11 sec looking at an art piece & 
reading the explanatory text 
passengers spending 1-54 min inside train 
visitors spending 136 min inside Tate Gallery 
20,000 people/hour interchange at kowloon tong MTR station 
(from http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr97-98/english/panels/tp/papers/tp1302_7.htm) 
501 people/hour in Tate Gallery 
(tate gallery information from Brand-Gallery, by Emergen C; 
C.Fashek,M.FIores,C.Griffa,Y.Grobman,Y. Liu.Tutor B. Steele) 
MTR average usage 2,345,000 people/day 
(from http://www.mtr.com.hk) 
average usage 21,276 people/day 
(from http://www.museum-security.0rg/OO/l OO.html) 
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For the time while one waits for a train on the station platform, in 3 minutes, it is possible for one to go through 16 pieces of art 
work. The time needed to travel in the train compartment for the longest possible journey is equivalent to the time required for 
walking through half of the Tate Gallery. The usage of MTR is enormous when compared to the number of visitors in the Tate 
Gallery. 
By relating the railway system with art, one could foresee a more diversify and heterogonous audience that are engaged to the 
notion of "encountering art". 
Referring to the figures above, if the Kowloon Tong Interchange is taken as a site for experimentation, then 20,000 people per 
hour will be able to encounter art, if we multiply the figure by 19 (the railway companies operate 19 hours a day), we get 380,000 
people per day, which is surprisingly equal to 1.4 times the amount of visitors per year in the Hong Kong Museum of Art. (283，123 
people) 
B. EXAMPLES OF ART IN CONNECTION TO THE RAILWAY SYSTEM 
Railway art program 一 precedents in five cities 
Art could be seen as a strategy to make public transport system more attractive, in order to construct a positive 
public image and to increase usage.s® Hong Kong, London, New York, Seoul, and Stockholm are important 
precedents in railway art. Station with art components is indicated with a blue dot on the railway map. 
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Hong Kong MTR 
The Hong Kong MTR has started "Art in Stations" programme since 1998, with the Airport Express Artwork Programme being 
a pioneer project. Large scale sculptures and paintings are displayed within the MTR stations, mostly in the Island Line and 
the Airport Express Line. The MTR Community Art Gallery which consists of fixed exhibition panels with changing exhibits, are 
installed in stations along the Tseung Kwan O Line as well as the Lam Tin station, featuring artworks from local communities 
such as from schools nearby. For stations that are newly constructed or renovated e.g. North Point station, Tung Chung station 
and Po Lam station, murals and glass fagade panels by artists such as Tao Ho, Kacey Wong and Freeman Lau were installed 
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The London Tube 
The London Underground has a long tradition of incorporating art within the station, since 1908, it has been commissioning artists to 
design posters which are hung throughout different stations. The "Platform for Art" programme has started since 1999, utilizing the 
disused District and Circle Line platform at Gloucester Road as a place for exhibiting sculpture and photography. In the year 2001, 
ART-TUBE 01 was tested out, it was a public exhibition on a Piccadilly Line tube train (six carriages), that ran throughout November, 
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Integration of artwork into architecture 
(above) Gloucester Road Station before installation of artwork 
(left) Gloucester Road Station after installation of artwork 

ART-TUBE 01 was a public exhibition on one Piccadilly Line tube 
|rain (six carriages), that ran throughout November, 2001. Featur-
ing 42 artists from UK and around the globe, their works were 
installed in the advertising spaces within the train. 
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New York Transit 
Graffiti and crime associated with the New York Subway in the 1970,s had created a negative image for the transport system. In 
order to renew public confidence and to attract more passengers, the New York Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) has started 
to commission artworks under the project "Arts for Transit" since 1981. The Percent for Art policy provided the funding to support 
the creation of artwork. Artworks in the NYC Transit are divided into two areas: permanent program, which features site specific 
artwork within the station (e.g. mural, sculpture, furniture) and the temporary programs, focusing on poster and light box project 
for photographers.39 
• • • • • • 
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Integration of artwork into architecture i.e. 
(left) lighting installation at exterior wall of station 
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Seoul Metropolitan Subway 
In order to bring Arts to the subway systems, "the Wow Project" was initiated by the InfoArtKorea, the Seoul Metropolitan Rapid 
Transit Corporation and the Ministry of Information and Communication. The Art project started on August 2000 in conjunction 
with the opening of subway lines no. 6 and 7. Eight projects (e.g. "Culture in Motion I", "Culture in Motion II - Digital Travels", 
"Digital Art Network Exhibition", "Happy Flying Pig Metro", "The Sharing Train") have been held up till now in subway lines no. 5, 
6 and 7. Visual art, digital art, performance art and multi-media art are shown in these projects, artworks are being incorporated 




Integration of artwork into architecture 
the transformation of concourse area into exhibition hall 







With the length of 110 kilometres''^ the Stockholm T-bana is considered to be "the longest Art gallery in the world'"'^. Sculptures, 
mosaics, paintings, installations, engravings and reliefs could be found in some 90 out of 100 metro stations, especially along the 
blue line which is newly built. More than 140 artists have participated in creating the artworks, most of them are involved during 
the construction stage of the stations dating back as early as the 1950s. 
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Integration of artwork into architeGtur^elements 
(upper) seating & fence (|ower)tj^rtwork Uiaking use of the linearity of the station an 
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Railway Art 
In most cases, the artworks are objects in space, in some examples, Art is being integrated into architectural elements such as 
wall, floor, ceiling, lighting fixture, seating, metal gate and so on. Quite a number of good examples are found in the Tunnelbana 
in Stockholm and the NYC Transit. 
Worthy to mention is the Seoul Metropolitan Subway, where there are art trains running specifically along several lines of the 
subway network. In "the Wow project", video artists, installation artists and performance artists are invited to put their work into 
the art train, so that all travellers could encounter art within the fast-box space as they move around the city. The train runs four 
to six times per day in a specified period. "Art tube" by London Underground shares a similar concept, but it is run in a much 
smaller scale when compared with the Seoul Metropolitan Subway. 
Other Examples of Railway Art 
Other exmaples of railway art are documented on the next few pages. 
DE ROUGE A BLEU, STATION JOFFRE-MUTUALITE, ROUEN, FRANCE 
(Keith Sonnier, intdoor installation, 1994) 
concept 
"to create a dynamic atmosphere within the confined architecture of 
the underground space, as well as a pleasing and uplifting experience 
for the commuter." Keith Sonnier. 
medium 
Light as a medium for the installation work, 
method 
Eight rectangular panels of neon light tubes of red and blue colours 
were installed at the end of the pedestrian platform. The coloured 
lights are enhanced by their「election along the metallic wall surface 
of the moving trains that comes in and out the station. 
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CHUNGMURO INTERMEDIA PLAYGROUND (Subway Digital Cinema Complex, CHUNGMURO STATION, SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA 
(Cho Slad Architecture, 2001) 
The playground was started by the Independent Film Association, it is created to be a mixture of movie theatre, public library, park or museum 
program 
media oasis 
showing music and videos 
vitality theatre 
accommodates about 50 people, showing independent films, documentaries, animation films and commercials 
video room 
with six LCD monitors showing films 
visual lab 
with film-editing equipment 
club vitality 
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c . n e w f o r m s o f r a i l w a y a r t - a r e there o t h e r w a y s t o g o ? 
Nearly all railway art examples in the previous section deals with permanent art form such as sculpture, painting and various 
architectural elements, the only example that has attempted to deal with temporal art is Seoul Metropolitan Railway, where video 
artworks and performances are orchestrated and shown within the Art train. 
in the comparison of the time and usage between MTR and the Tate Gallery, it is concluded that the time needed to wait for a 
train on the station platform, i.e. 3 minutes, is equivalent to the time required to go through 16 pieces of artwork. In a traditional 
museum enironment, audience would look at an object and move from one work to another work. A circulation space is then 
needed for visitors to shuffle from one item to the next; exhibits are then arranged in a sequential manner for viewing. In the 
digital world, the physical distance between objects could be replaced by temporary projection of displays, which "plays the role 
of a spatial sequence along a circulation path，Consequent ia l ly , "this yields tremendous spatial compression; a huge collection 
can be viewed, exhibit by exhibit... Sprawling gallery spaces become unnecessary. Crowds become easy to handle."44 The 
implication is that, with the help of technology and computers, it is possible to reconfigure a space to serve exactly the same 
purpose/function. 
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Audio Walk by Janet Cardiff 
Augmented space 
The term "augmented space" is coined by Lev Manovich in his article "The poetics of augmented space: learning from P r a d a， 
augmented space means the augmentation of data space into physical space, so that the two could work together. Another 
layer of information is added on top of the physical space, enabling the physical space to perform more function than it used to 
be. In such a way, a new spatial perception is formulated. One of the example of augmented space is the cellspace system (i.e. 
the mobile phone system), where data is transferred from the "cellspace" to mobile space dwellers via personal communication 
device (the mobile phone). 
Daniel Liberskind, Jewish Museum, 
In Manovich's article, he has listed out several examples of augmented architecture, which includes the "Audio Walk" by Canadian 
artist Janet Cardiff and the Jewish Museum Berlin by Daniel Liberskind. In the piece "Audio Walk", Cardiff has augmented 
vision with hearing so as to create a three dimensional path in space. In the case of the Berlin Jewish Museum, Liberskind has 
augmented the two-dimensional map of the network of Jews living in the neighborhood with the envelope of the architecture, 
resulting in angular cuts through walls and ceilings to form openings, creating an architecture with sculptural qualities.^ 
Ever since the "expanded cinema movement" in the 1960's, artists have been attempting to explore the possibilities of placing 
moving image interfaces outside galleries and cinemas (which Manovich has identified them as the white box and the black box 
respectively). In this respect, Manovich has grouped these explorations into 3 main areas:*? 
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1) The contemporary urban architecture (e.g. ZKM building in Karlsruhe by Rem Koolhaas); 
2) Video displays in trade show design (e.g. annual SIGGRAPH Conventions); 
3) Retail environment (e.g. Prada Store by Rem Koolhaas) 
An example of augmented space - Prada Store 
By far, most architectural examples of augmented space are limited to flat surface as interfaces for images. Nevertheless, 
among the three areas as listed above, Manovich considered the retail sector as the most successful example. The Prada Store 
in New York by Rem Koolhaas, for example, is able to achieve ‘‘brandscaping，，^ i.e. to promote the brand by cultivating spaces 
that are unique. The Prada Store presents as a mix of programs e.g. restaurant, fashion, design and art gallery. Throughout the 
store, numerous electronic displays have been incorporated to aid the selling of the brand. Moving images appears everywhere 
in the store, they show information from the store, images from catwalks, images of the customers, images from the production 
process, live images from the web and etc. The mirror wall, particularly, is able to augment the reflected image of the customer 
with images sequences from the Prada database. The electronic displays are not limited to one single size, rather they can be 
found in different scales and in different locations: the theatre, ubiquitous display, peep show, kiosk, triptych, mirror wall, dressing 
room and the staff reading device, (see page 84 to 89) 
Among all spaces, the dressing room is a space where the customer is completely in charge of the spatial and visual quality, 
i.e. the opacity of the walls and lighting intensity are controllable by buttons within. Both touch screen and magic mirror are 
integrated into the dressing room, enabling the customer to browse from the Prada database and make selection. Most electronic 
displays within the Prada store are not merely images/projections, but are interfaces that allow interactive control by either staff 
or customer. Although museums have started to incorporate more programs such as retail, lectures, concerts and 
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etc, but Manovich commented that the museums should learn from Prada, in the innovative way that technologies are being 
utilized. He foresees museums to be the frontiers to test out possibilities of augmented spaces in the future, "architects along 
with artists can take the next logical step to consider the "invisible" space of electronic data flows as substance rather than just 
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04 RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS 
This section marks the end of part i (research), 
conclusions of the previous research studies 
will be presented. 
•mm 
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In Hong Kong, Art is confined to buildings types such as museums and galleries; the number of visitors to the Hong Kong 
Museum of Art per year has proven that the local art museum is lack of audience. On the other hand, there is an enormous 
population that travels with the railway system everyday; their visual experiences are dull and limited, as they are confined to 
dark spaces within tunnels or repeating advertisement on the walls of train stations. 
The thesis seizes the opportunity of augmenting Art into railways spaces, so that Art can eventually gain a larger population of 
audiences. To escape from visual dullness, the railway art needs to have the quality of temporality; this is achieved through the 
utilization of the most up-to-date technology. Lessons must be learnt from augmented architecture such as the example of Prada 
Store, so that the Art happening in its particular locale i.e. railway station is specific to its audiences. The research concludes 
itself through the design of a new typology of railway Art: an Art form which is truly interactive, thus reflecting the temporal 
environment within a railway station, (see page 92) 
The proposed new Art is a mixture of temporal art and augmented space. The information from the railway station (e.g. 
temperature, number of users, wind velocity and etc) is transferred to a computer system. The artist then makes use of these 
information to construct their artwork. The piece could be made interactive by allowing travellers to control the work at some 
point through their mobile phones or kiosks in the station. 丁he outcome would be an Art derived from the representation of 
information which includes the effort of both the artists and the audiences. 
station information 
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Railway stations in Hong Kong are efficiently designed; although functional spaces are usually tight, all residue 
spaces within station^gre alway|^|^anned f〇「retail use. ^^^ 
# HUH 
In the site selection process, railway interchange is the primary focus because of its comparatively bigger size (when 
compared with a typical station)丫刚d also because of the wider range of 〇pi|6还rtunities that it o f f ^ ^ A t interchanges, 
commuters move from^^latform to platform as they take different trains; the distance they travel varies according to 
the proximity of the rail 十racks. InJgeneral, the more they travel, the easier they could be exposed to art. 
Among all major railway interch钱r^ges, the interchange between Central station dh^d HdiH'y Kong station as well as 
the Kowloon Tong Interchange between KCR and MTR were under investigation. Both sites have connections to 
outdoor open space on ground, which is pretty desirable as the art could extend from the station to the city. 
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Hong Kong station 
Central station B 
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The Hong Kong Station was added decades after the Central Station was built. As the 
rail tracks of the new Tung Chung Line and the Airport Express are quite far away from 
other MTR lines, a huge transitional underground space is needed to connect the two 
stations together for interchange purpose. Most of the in between spaces are compact 
and they only serve as circulation spaces, few locations within the interchange are 
























Few exits of the Central station are associated with 
open spaces (the Statue Square and the Chater 
Garden) and water elements on ground as show门 
in the diagram. 
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Kowloon Tong Interchange circulation system diagram 
H vertical circulation horizontal circulation 
Kowloon Tong KCR platform 
The Kowloon Tong Interchange is constituted of the Kowloon Tong 
KCR Station and the Kowloon Tong MTR Station, owned by two 
different railway corporations. The MTR station is submerged 
underground with its underground concourse adjoining the KCR 
concourse; the KCR rail tracks and its other concourses are at grade, 
sitting right next to the Festival Walk and the Cornwall Street Park. 
The KCR rail tracks do not sit directly on top of the MTR rail tracks, 
rather, they are approximately perpendicular to each other. 
Kowloon Tong KCR concourse 
KCR rail track 
KCR platform + at c 
KCR underground i 
MTR underground concourse 
MTR underground platform 
Kowloon Tong MTR concourse 
Kowloon Tong MTR platform 
The Kowloon Tong Interchange has an incredibly massive footage; its size is 
comparable to that of the Tate Modern in London, (see page 47) Its section spread 
from the underground (level +11.2 to level +19.2) to the ground level. The west end 
(left side of the image) of the station connects directly to the Cornwall Street Park 
and the Festival Walk; the east end (right side of the image) of the station faces the 
To Fuk Road and the True Light Lane. 
The stage is set for a j^ritty tight. In 
one comer is the savvy ibrnier 
iiUernet fjnta'preiieur {Raymond 
Chicn Kuo-fmig, while in ihc oiher 
is【he no-nonsense busir.es.sman 
Michac'l Tien Puk-snn. 
Tht? prize i-s the ciKiiniiuiisli ip of 
a rail giant. 
IL'S anyone's giiess who tliti "ain-
ncr will be in the planned rail merg-
er. but MTKC chairman Dr Chien 
"nns long favoured the movo, while 
Mr ' l ien has been an uciive oppo-
nent. ‘ 
, A I a press confei-eiice yesterday, 
their body hmguage was a study in 
contrasts. Or Chien .seemed reiiiiied 
Station after union? 
and grinned frequently, while Mr 
Tien sal poker-fiicod and uncom-
fortable in his chair. 
Dr Chien sccercd dear of specif-
ics, applauding the goveniineni tle-
i:i-si(>ri and touiinf; ihe M l t iC ' s 
growing globiii siaiuVe. 
“ I t is cxpL^cteu liiaL die merger 
v/iU result in a ... worid-oiass rail 
company in which all employees 
can take pridij," he snid. 
I ll' said a niL'r^ er wou'd boiiofu 
ail si:u<eiu")lcrfr> in the communitv. 
inchiding investors, einployet^s and 
coininuit-'ts. 
By contrast. Mr Tien liniia'd hh; 
conunenr.s to ihaiikin：^ rhe govcni-
nieru i in t、tuii叩 the' dou'oLs over iis 
privarisaiion pkins. "The dcdsitiii 
iias cleared public unceriauuios atid 
iiilows us io plan for tiio t^ miiv, he 
iiiid. He gave .)aly a va'^ zue endur^e-
nieni of tlie belie: the :r.erger 
will rL^Hiir in l^nver ra!i Ma-h. ,sa>ing 
he saw l i n l c h ^ r . v c e n tho 
r .vo n r m s . 
Dr Chicn bccainti MTRC chui：-
i m n last year after Jack So Chak-
kworu^ Il'R 10 head PCav . 
Mr Tien, who had previou^i;-
helped run his taniiJy's fiarinen:' 
inuiing business, was a j ipo in ie i 
KCKC chii innan in 2001 whti i i ch, 
rail operator was undt,r pressure fr r 
a series ofj^mYcs. 
r h e Secretan- ' f o r E m i r o n m o n : . 
Tnuispcji'i aiui Worl-cs. Siinui Li-
S a u - t u n ^ , a n d d i e Secre tan^ f o r '；：-
naiicial Son/icc^ s anci the Troxsur 
Frederick Ma Si-hang, werL- at gre;：: 
piiins 10 explain Unu Liie goven:-
n i e n t \\'a、s i n t e r e s t e d i n seein-^ 
me i ' gu r ol' the t w o c o m p a n i e s , mil.-
er than a uikoovcr oi" one bv the 
oiher. ‘ 
Rail operators given six 
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arrange merger 
The new company would be worth 
$120b and open the way for lower fares 
Denise Tsang 
The j^ovcrnim'nt cnti t inned yester-
tlay it warns Hong Kong's rail ooi iv 
panics ro merge. But it is ieavi叩 it 
ro rhf iw'O opL^rators to air‘⑴gi、tiie 
u i i k m - with a df i id l ine orAuyusi. 
The combiueLi.niil giant vvtmlcl 
be a listed coi i ioany wi th assets of 
nearly S120 biUioa. 
.Vjuiouncing the conclusions oi 
a 20-month study, the transport 
and llnancij ministers said the gov-
ernment wanted to see IOWLT ir i i in 
fares through el iminat ion of dupli-
Luliijn of lesourccs and hoUer inU -^
graiion of the tniiii systems. They 
said [he two companies should aim 
tn form a iranspciroat f;u-e-setting 
uiechanisni, lesolvc intcrciiange 
arrangerncats - ospccieiUy on ihe 
pmpascd $35.5 billion Slui Tin-
Cc'iitriil roil linV - :mr i ensure job se-
ci ir i tv for frontline staff. 
"Ihcy called on the MTR Curpo-
nuimi (M'i UC) and [he Kowloori-
Canton Corponuion 
(KCRC) to conciucly their merger 
liiiks by the end ofAugasr allow 
the tabling of tli{，mergt^r plan m 
lawnuikcrs in ihc 2004/05 legisiu-
！ ive year. 
Sarah LJao Sati-iuiig. the Secre-
tciry lor Hnvironnient. Tnuispon 
and Works, said the planned merg-
er would eliminate duplication ot" 
resources and bring economies of 
scaie. which would result in lower 
fares uiui nion; coiivcnicnce at in-
terchanges. 
'"rhore is rnoin to reduce fare.s 
as we can see synergies Ixom the 
merger." Dr Liao siiid. 
\liiih the MTHC unci KCAK： wel-
comed the merger talks and con-
curred with the govenimenr, for 
(he first time, thai a merger would 
help bring dov\ n mres. 
KCKC chairman Mid:ae l l ien 
Puk-sun 丨i【ni“Mi savings cuuKi 
be achieved Uirough combining 
the v,\o rail svsterns. Grenfor sav-
ings would come from consolidat-
ing the companies' ucJinim's'tnirive 
luul suppoi i tiivisians, he said. 
SecrcTar\- ibr I-inancial Services 
and the Treasury Frederick Mvi Si-
hang said: "A nierged company will 
create a bigger value and a strunyer 
tlnaaciul posit ion for the two com-
panies. We believe one plus one is 
greater than two: Uavinoiul Cliioii 
K u u - i u n g . t h e M T R C c h a i r m a n , 
went fiinher. saying; "i will say orm 
plus one tM[u;ils four. A merger will 
result in a larger company, which 
wi l l help us furrher (^xp;ind into 
overseas murkcts." 
M r Ma promised lo strike a bill-
ance beUveen the interests of the 
MTKC ami KCUC. ihoir piisscngers. 
shiirchuklers and staff. 
Despite his woaLs. and tho irv 
sirucrion to secure jobs, rhe move 
pminpttHl tears of job 1 ossein at two 
<)i. Hong Kong's biggest emplovers. 
The MTRC ami KCKC uii i t i i is 
worried about the fute of some oi 
Ihc corporations' 12,400 stall. 
isuc vvii/i a numhei of new uii i 
prujoi'ls in the pipeline, Dr Chicn 
said he did not see any negative im-
pac[ on iVonlliiie siiifi". 
i he merj^ cr vvoiilcl crcate a pu-
tc'iuiiil fiitui-raising uliemaiive tor 
the govornmenc, which is battling 
to roducc itb biuiget dellcii. It coalU 
sell the KCUC. which is wholly gov-
ernment-owiievl. to rhe M fRC. in 
which investors hiiw a 2 \ per ccin 
share. I iovvovcr, the achiiinis(ra-
tion's plan to sell a st'cond lianclu' 
of MTKC shares would R'raoia ou 
hold until tho inerj^er udks were 
c o n c l u d e d . M i M a sa i i l . 
Merger 'should help cut fares' 
-J EditoriaU Harry's view - A12 
a MTR 'on w r o n g t r a c k ' - C i 
•A3 
(South China Morning Post, February 25，2004) 
The potential mergence of KCRC and MTRC provides new opportunities for the busiest railway interchange in Hong Kong - the Kowloon Tong Station. The mergence 
implies the unification of the Kowloon Tong KCR and MTR Station. It also implies the elimination of any unnecessary station facilities e.g. barrier gates, ticket office, 
between the two stations. Resources could the门 be efficiently shared between the two stations，thus f「eeing up spaces for other uses, e.g. the introduction of railway art. 
The Site - Kowloon Tong Interchange 
Since the Kowloon Tong KCR station is mostly above ground and is located next to a 
huge open space (the Cornwall Street Part), there are more possibilities for development 
or inten/ention when compared with the entirely submerged Hong Kong Station and 
Central Station. 丁he potential mergence of MTR and KCR also calls for a brand new 
Kowloon Tong Interchange, a station that will make a presence in its neighborhood. 
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DESIGN CHARETTE 
The design exercise was completed within one day. The design consists of two elements: the train and the 
building complex. 
The mobile art museum moves within the backbone of the city in form of a train, it has two functions: to keep 
people moving (transportation) and to provide passengers opportunities to encounter art. The interior of the 
train is modified completely to suit different kinds of artwork, so it is not recognized as a regular train (both 
inside 3nd outside). 
The train could be parked at a building complex next to the Hung Horn Terminus. The building is a museum, 
a workshop and a studio. It could be accessed from the train station and also from the streets; the rooftop of 
the architecture serves as a public space and a performance venue; images and video could be projected 




rooftop view of the museum complex 
DESIGN IDEA 01 
DEC 
to sandv\/ich space for art in between the concourse level and platform level 
concourse level 




DESIGN IDEA 02 
NOV DEC JAN FEB 
110 
space for art 
station 
to place space for art adjacent to the station，establishing visual connection 
performer audience in the train performer audience on the platform 
platform level performer all passengers on platform as audiences 
SEP D b C J A N 
111 
video projection on scree门 
sc； een f o r 此 n 
artist/pasF.enger as performer 
DESIGN IDEA 03 
shadow dancing 
A 
DESIGN IDEA 01 
N O V Di .c - J A N FEB M A R APR 
DEC 
to insert space for art (movable) into the concourse space 
CO 门 course 
space for art 
(left) exterior of space for art (right) interior of space for art 
fit 
t 
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DESIGN IDEA 03 
NOV OEC JAN R:1 
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KCRC 
I art /event} 
1 
for new media art [folding projection screen between floors] 
museum space for art 
KCRC station concourse 
MTR/kcrc station concourse 
l u l u ： 
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MTR station platform ,丨一 :，]二二 
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conceptual section 
d e s i g n idea 05 TERM 1 FINAL REVIEW 
(left) art museum along escalators (right) art museum on top of platform canopy 
NOV D!；' FEB f./iAR 114 
OCT NOV 
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des ign idea 06 MODEL 01 
The massing model visualizes the articulation of the Kowloon Tong KCR station and 
MTR station. The design (the white pieces in the upper image) suggests a form that 
negotiates with the Festival Walk, the Cornwall Street Park and the two stations. 
DESIGN IDEA 07 
NOV DEC JAN 
116 
[ the expandable + contractible museum ] [ t h e switchable ad I art along concourse corridor ] 
crQjected v ideo art on swi tchable glass (transclucent) 
andable + contractible museum within 
of KOT interchange on hourly basis ] 
0 6 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 9 0 0 1000 1100 1200 
NOV DEC JAN FEB 
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KOT interchange on hourly basis] 
d e s i g n idea 07 
[usage projection 
from KCRC to MTR 
from MTR to KCRC 
MTR + KCRC operating hours 
peak hours non-peak hours 
e x p a n d a b l e v o l u m e 
minimum operation volume 
[volume of the exp 
NOV DEC JAN FEB 
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des ign idea 08 MODEL 02 
The intervention focuses on the area between the KCR and MTR 
rail tracks, where the two concourses intersect below ground. Curve 
walls are introduced to define spaces for the art museum; several new 
vertical circulations are added. The most important feature is the floor 
insertion between the existing underground concourse and the ground 
plane. The area is now filled with 4 meters of soil as indicated on the 
as-built sections of the Kowloon Tong KCR and MTR station. 
underground concourse level +11.2 
underground concourse level Ml .2 
NOV DEC JAN FEB 
119 
d e s i g n idea 09 m o d e l 03 
The previous model is taken further. The floor insertion is kept, with more 
holes punched through. Spaces become clearer and cleaner. A small semi-
circular theatre is introduced at one of the ends; seating in form of contour 
lines is added at the other end. 
new floor insertion level +15.2 
4 t.y 
K 






KCRC concourse & platform 
KCRC & MTR concourse 
MTR platform 
KCRC concourse & platform 
space for art 
KCRC & MTR concourse 
MTR platform 
space for art between 2 concourse levels 





DESIGN IDEA 10 TERM 2 FIRST MID TERM REVIEW 
The design takes a rectilinear form, the ramp acts as the 
major element to connect different floor levels; it also 
functions as an exhibition/performance space. A finger-like 
footbridge is added on top of the KCR station platform, 
connecting the primary KCR concourse which faces the To 
Fuk Road with the Festival Walk and the Cornwall Street 
Park. A new underground interchange concourse is added to 
the southern part of the MTR station where it could join the 
KCR platform on top. A new exit is added to connect this new 
interchange concourse with the bus terminal on ground. All 
E&M facilities and the gigantic ventilation towers remain in 
their original positions. 
DESIGN IDEA 10 TERM 2 FIRST MID TERM REVIEW 
NOV DEC JAN FEB 
122 
right plan at level +19.20 
KCRC platform + concourse 
left circulation pattern 




DESIGN IDEA 10 TERM 2 FIRST MID TERM REVIEW 
NOV DEC JAN FEB 
123 
left plan at level +11.22 
KCRC, MTR concourse 
right circulation pattern 
right plan at level +15.20 
museum addition 
left circulation pattern 
DESIGN IDEA 10 TERM 2 FIRST MID TERM REVIEW 





DESIGN IDEA 10 TERM 2 FIRST MID TERM REVIEW MODEL 04 
NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
125 
MODEL 05-10 
NOV DEC JAN FEB 
126 
This series of models aims at studying how the new 
art museum circulation could be fitted in the existing 
railway interchange circulation frame work. 
w 
f 
MODEL 05 MODEL 06 MODEL 07 
MODEL 08 MODEL 09 MODEL 10 
127 
NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
1 station facilities (level+11.2) 
2 video art projection room (level +11.2) 
3 double-storey exhibition area 
4 theatre (ramp) 
5 escalator to Hung Horn 
6 media lounge (level+15.2) 
7 staff area 
S internet access point (level +15.2) 
9 view towards central escalator to Hung Horn 
1 0 entrance to theatre & ticket office 
11 internet access point 
12 theatre next to central escalator to Hung Horn 
d e s i g n idea n m o d e l 11 
The new museum circulation starts to take shape in this working model. The 
rectilinear elements are replaced by curvilinear forms, in order to respond 
to the fluidity of passenger flow within the station. The circulation space is 
widened to at least 7000mm, escalators and stairs to and from the Hung 
Horn platform are displaced to the center of the interchange concourse, sit-
ting right next to the theatre. The inserted museum floor could be accessed 
by the central escalator as well as the stairs on side. New programs such as 
the media lounge, internet access point, video art projection room and staff 
area are added. 
to Lo Wu 
exit to Festiva Wal 
、『、： 
1 exhibition concourse 
2 theatre (ramp) 
3 station facilities 
4 new gallery floor T 
underground 
CO 门 course 
NOV DEC JAN FEB 
d e s i g n idea 12 MODEL 12 
The model returns to rectilinear form, all underground station facilities are 
clear up because of the assumption that KCR and MTR would merge together. 
The free-up space is converted to a huge exhibition concourse with movable 
partitions installed all existing columns within the exhibition concourse are re-
mained). The theatre next to the central escalator is kept while structures and 
lifts are added. One more gallery floor is added on top of the main entrance 
facing To Fuk Road. 
/ new gallery floor 
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left station entrance 
Level +19.2 
「ight inserted museum floor 
level +15.2 
DESIGN IDEA 12 
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station underground concourse 
level+11.2 
DESIGN IDEA 13 
The sketch attempts to give an overall image of the new 
museum + station complex. Only the key elements within the 
site are drawn, they act as reference points to generate the 
geometry of the new complex. 
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DESIGN IDEA 13 
early sketches of the station platform 
V 
DESIGN IDEA 13 MODEL 13 
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m o d e l 13 
d e s i g n idea 14 t e r m 2 s e c o n d m i d t e r m r e v i e w 
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NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
paid 
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existing KCRC concourse / 腳 从 • integrated KOT station 
main co门course 
、 、 
\ exist ing MTR concourse 
paid area 
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DESIGN IDEA 14 TERM 2 SECOK^DMD TERM REVIEW 
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DESIGN IDEA 14 lERM 2 SECOND MID TERM REVIEW 
NOV DEC JAN 
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ART M U S E U M P R O G R A M S INTERCHANGE P R O G R A M S FUSION OF P R O G R A M S 
lounge wait ing area 
museum cafe snack, express food 
museum shop retail 
telephone, washroom te lephone, washroom, ATM. 
horizontal gallery space platform 
multi-use hall, smaller gallery spaces c〇ncou「s6 
outdoor performance/ exhibition public space 
DESIGN IDEA 14 TERM 2 SECOND MID TERM REVIEW 
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d e s i g n idea 14 t e r m 2 s e c o m d m i d t e r m r e v i e w 
m o d e l 14 
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丁his model is a continuity of model 13, the same design language is used here. The strips become 
space forming elements to create a new layer of gallery space on top of the station entrance. 
d e s i g n idea 14 t e r m 2 s e c o n d m i d t e r m r e v i e w m o d e l 14 
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DESIGN IDEA 14 TERM 2 SECOND MID TERM REVIEW MODEL 15 






O MTR KCRC 
KCRC 
Q MTR 
O \ Z Q MTR 
— 
new floor insertion (underground portion) new floor insertion (view from ground) 
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Again, this model is a continuity of model 13 and 14. This time, the strips are taken downwards to the underground station 
CO门course. The blue strips represent the museum component while the white strips represent the station circulation 
component; the two components intertwine with each other to form hybrid spaces (museum + station) underground. 
des ign idea 15 MODEL 16 
NOV 
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丁his model focuses primarily on the design of the underground spaces. All 
escalators and stairs at the end of the KCR concourse are moved towards the edge 
wall, the ground is opened up to allow sunlight to penetrate to the escalator space 
and the underground concourse. A new theatre is now sandwiched between the 
two sets of escalators, to allow commuters to enjoy the performance while moving 
from floor to floor. The central escalators are repositioned in a straight line to ensure 
a continuous flow of commuters from the inserted floor to the concourse at grade. 
More means of vertical circulation e.g. lift; ramp and stairs are introduced to give 
commuters more choices of approaching the inserted museum floor. Openings are 
made on the at-grade concourse, in order to light up the underground interchange 
CO 门 course. 
1 theatre 
2 exhibition space 
3 at grade opening 
4 view from the MTR station 
5 close-up of the central escalators 
NOV 
Cornwall Street Park 
secondary station entrance 
footbridge connecting to the Festival Walk 
E & M facilities 
5 skylight 
6 m3i门 st3tio门 entrance 
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d e s i g n idea 15 MODEL 17 
丁his model is a refinement of model 13. The platform canopy remains more-or-less 
the same, except skylights are introduced t o the canopy at the two ends. A number of 
structural elements are added on top of the platform canopy to provide a framework for the 
roof enclosure. These structural elements continue to the east, extending to the adjacent 
Cornwall Street Park. The E&M facilities are now moved towards the south, opening up 
the secondary concourse on the left to the Festival walk. Trusses are made to support the 
Footbridge connecting the station entrance to the Festival Walk. 
d e s i g n idea 15 MODEL 17 
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The series of models aims at investigating the structure of the 
station canopy. Model 18,19 shows the possible structure of 
the station canopy if it is to be cast out of steel. Model 19 is 
a better structure, as the truss is more effective and requires 
less material. Model 20 gives a volumetric impression of how 
the canopy will look after the claddings are installed. 
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06 THE DESIGN 
The thesis presents an alternative approach of utilizing infrastructure. The design aims at 
adding value to the otherwise mono-functional station by programmatic addition of the museum 
component. The station is being re-conceptualized and augmented into a place for encountering 
art (including installation art, video art, performance art and etc) while at the same time it is able 
to serve its function efficiently. 
The design explores the articulation of station circulation and the museum space, enabling every 
commuter to encounter art depending on the routes they have chosen. "Think you are not the type 
to visit an art gallery? You probably travel through one every day. “ London Tube Magazine, summer 2003. 
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Plan at Level +15.2 
(Inserted floor) 
1 Ramp up to main concourse level 
2 Gallery 
3 Museum storage 
4 Media room 
Plan at Level +11.2 
1 Museum staff area 
2 Gallery 
3 Juice bar/lounge 
4 E & M plant room 
5 Information 
6 Gallery 
7 Dressing room 
10 Theatre 
11 Green Room 
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existing kowloon tong KCR and MTR station 
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KCR station component 
MTR station component 
m KCR station facilities 
a MTR station facilities 
footbridge level (+24.2) 
underground museum level (+15.2) 
underground concourse level (+11.2) 
KCR station MTR station 
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new kowloon tong station : mergence of KCR and MTR 





Common underground concourse for MTR and KCR 
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urban flow diagram 
foo tb r idge level (+24.2) 
at g rade concou rse level (+19.2) 
bus in te rchange 
fest iva l wa lk LG2 
local flow diagram within station 
most efficient routes 
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The beginning: a conversation with Professor Liu Yu-yang on 13 August 2003 
key: blue fonts/Lo Yvonne, black fonts/Professor Liu Yu-yang 
^ g；：；；,^ ? ^；^ ^ ,；；^ ^ ^ - _ then my feeling is that the people in Hong Kong we don't need museums because it seems too senous for us, but there is 
But go back, who would say that we don't need museum in Hong Kong? 
I said that. 
You said that, that's your observation or is 
That is my observation. 
That people don't need... 
They don't like to go to museums. 
m u ^ u m ? ' ' " ' 斤 s _ g • we don't need museums, but that's sort of your deductive reasoning, you are going beyond the……what we might wanna call a kind of apparent situation, which is people don't go to 
People don't go to museums. 
i n ' t h ™ 
I belief we need something more than a museum, we need museums, but we need something more than a museum 
Also more than museum, right? 
Because I think museum is somehow detached from our daily life 
Ah huh. 
So my concept is about how to relate this cultural thing to our daily life. 
Okay, then you mentioned sometime that you saw in Vienna that gave you some ideas about.•…so can you describe what you have seen in Vienna? 
^h ink one thing which makes Vienna so successful is that they respect their history and know what their ancestors did and something was carried on to the future 
Quite a sense of past and heritage, right? There is clear sense of the past 
Yeah...._. 
Heritage. 
= 丨 ’ ， t 丨 th^ is what is lacking in Hong Kong Coz you can see the old stuff and new stuff in Vienna, they just go really well. They know and they understand their culture and they carried on what is in their 
culture. In Hong Kong, think we are lacking some kmd o self-confidence in ourselves. People in Hong Kong……I think in the 8。’s where we have our glorious moment, everybody are workhg r l l l ha d and 
ecl?m1/o7clescourcom?an7go' ' ' ' ' these observations, but at the same time, you have to realize what you are describing is a kind of mere 20 years of economic differences, right? And these 
I know. 
experience by every place, not just Hong Kong. And when you say successful, 20 years ago, it's only in ……perhaps in financial terms. But architecturally speaking, it's no better or no worse than today. 
Th二t’s right. Ah …the comparison that you are drawing with Vienna which has more than 6 or 7 hundred years, like well-built history. I mean it has a history since Roman time of course but in terms of the actual 
Z^ ' '……renaissance sort of city, start what 1200 or 300 when the Austrian Empire started with the Hafburg family, right? So ……And Hong Kong by comparison hasamuch shorter' bu h s Z we" knowpeopfe 
，re here several thousands years ago, but the built history is about 150 years. So it's a very different comparison. I mean it's not a 1 to 1 in that sense. ....I think you know that, right? P 叩丨® 
I u n Q G r s i a n Q . 
……So to what extend we could make that comparison useful? I think you have to think about it so as to not to fall into a kind of direct critique of Hong Kong in from a Viennese point of view. Coz you just came 
IJust came back and that is what evoked me to have these thoughts, but I'm not actually drawing a parallel comparison between the two. So I'm not mentioning Vienna in this booklet 
Right, I know as you are aware of that, so go on. 
I just think that people of Hong Kong are not aware of our culture there are some people who are aware. 
— “ ，there are not okay ……I mean there are many ways to……okay ……I mean I'm trying to be as quick with my reaction, so my thoughts are as direct. So……coz my initial sense is that you I'm no sure 
二二 Id，people are not as nostalgic abou the past, because this past is about moving forward, is about looking at the next day in terms of survival or in terms of making profit or whatever And people are not nostalaic 
about the past, for one reason it could be tha the past is so short, there is no reason to be nostalgic. But you only have 150 years and the first hundred years is reaSy not m u ^ o r ^ e othe二a^in s a X f _ 
…It a ready has been erased dras .cally .n the front 50's for about 20 years 30 years, like in Hafburg……the past II world war. Hong Kong went through a major g r c Z =n_d_so = c h of the c o = i a : s t … … 
= . ： ； T a n hecoomal past aN of architecture, the building in the city, the history……the time with the British colonialization ofthe Island….…So much of the h i L r y ^ 二 ^ s e d anrac tu^^t lL fook of 
It happened m he colonial time, nght whenthe administration was still a British administration. Most ofthe buildings were torn down in Central, Wanchai. older parts of H : g 7 o n g and t二se 3 = 。 = , ， 二 
conventional standard-European standard, pre% respectable colonial building but not just saying colonial, but classical building……Umm.:•…but fo one rLson or another m a 二 p = a 二 ? = " 丄 丨 0 
thev were erased. So at this moment, ets sav on the fin's nnu/arH m x , . f . 作 o n . 1 . x. , . a"uu‘ci’ i"ayue fjiinioiy lui economic t 『wereerase . atthi  t, l t  y  t  BO'  onward, y understanding is “ from 80'；；；；^•；nv；；；；；"；；^. ； ^ ^ l ^ ' ^ V m u ^ o f l h a t f ^ ^ J ^ ^ S ^ o ^ b^lding^T^^^ 
fabric ofthe Chinese buildings is more-or-less pockets in older parts of Hong Kong that remain, so in terms of visibility those are the only thing that remains So you could say yeah p e ^ ^don t 二 v t h ^ 
00 much about the past, coz for one thing . there is not much past ofthe remaining. Umm……On the other hand, what invisible maybe perhaps that is what U are also dmwing The in 二 二 h f s ^ Ywt^h 
s not something that you see which is notcity, but literature, theatre, film/movie……history as written or as told history….…the stories or things Kke that……How much are they e L n i n ^ fs 1 rSifficult" 
= 二 ' about IS not about built culture, but is what is inside us. 1 mean as a Hong Kong people, the culture t L t I'm talking about maybe part of t h i ^ T ^ ' t ^ l c h has 
Ah huh, but you see whenever you are talking about culture, this thing is always going to be controversial, because culture is not just the past. It's also now, present, it's everything in a way is culture makina 
Z r IS a+hCuItu丨re. So you basically l^e cu ture ifs how you define culture; you know some people would see this as a culturally very strong. Somebody from Vienna p e ^ a ^ 二 ^ q Konq w o ^ sa? 
… t h i s place is so unique so distinct and they think there is a strong sense of culture." Simply because it's exotic and different. So in a way, the identity of itself the d i ^ e n r o f p l ^ b e e v e s l e U Z 
culture. So we are here, you are here, youVe been here all the time, and you don't feel it or you don't see it because you are not seeing it from perhaps ouJde 二 二 二 a s h Yvonne m s ^ n l 
you as Hong Kong person you know in abstraction. You are not necessarily seeing it from outside angle, you are seeing it from the thing so it,s all around you so you don't S t h a t you need to pay specia Tttent on 
to .t but ,t doesn't mean 丨，s not there I thmk you have to know this thing has a danger……I mean the statement that you made has a danger, becoming blurry in a s e n s e ^ t l cou^i be c h a ^ q 二 丨 ^ f r o r ^ L f a n a 二 
， t h e r e ' s noway ofdefendj^ng that, so youhaveto see how can you clarify it when you say culture…•…Clarify it. What you mean? Coz it,s such a broad7opic, you know I t like when y ^ 
d二 you mean by architecture? So . you could s art to make it more specific. I think that's what we are looking for, specificity, when you take on a word like culture .. umm you know you say ‘ 工 二 二 
a p u built culture, then what is 丨t? t s not about v.s.ble culture, then what is it? The invisible part, which part of it? As contemporary aesthetics, contemporary society? MuTh of it i二n「tsSs^b^oYm. even if vcfu 二 
f p u t or fashion or whatever. Ifs somethmg that are visual you know we are very saturated with visual or kind of visual information. So when it,s not visual, then whTis it° — • 
L r r c e e a t e t = e O t h 二 : ‘： ^ l ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ e ^ e ^ ： ； ? ' 柳 门 ^ ， s o shall I describe the space that I want to create? I know the word culture might be a bit blurry, but the kind of quality that 1 would 
liKe to create IS something I ke a public space, i ts where you could have exhibitions……but you can say it is a museum, but it's more than a museum...... that is what I want to do It has to do wHh some chanaina 
exhibitions about art, about literature and everything which we can see our culture, i fs also a space enjoyed by everyone a space for relaxation, a space for entertainment a s p L e where e v e X d v can qo 
Okaj;…the •； you are shifting gear all of a sud<^en now to a physical entity that has a problematic driven agenda to it, like you could talk about the space, whatever space i r i n ^ s e n s e that you = t。do an 
exhibition that you want to present htera ure, culture whatever it is. Ifs a public space to be enjoyed by different groups of people to hold exhibition to hold events things 丨ilJ 二 So ^ o f r s u S h i s is a space 
now which IS more about a space, rather than about culture. Alright……because you could say 1 don't really need to talk about tfie cultural issue, give me a space I can s h c T y r ^ i 二 二 l y of d e s ^ t P i t coJS 
respond to the stree it could respond to a cly or specific programmatic requirement. Umm……how do we reconcile the two, coz that's alone also don't make t h e : 」 二 Y e : 二 g a t cTof a s p a l s 9二t a『eat 
a substantial kmd of heoretical invest丨ga ion. The key is to find an issue whether ifs a particular site……a site that has both an example, as a concrete example. Let's say you i ^ n t 二 h L l o c i t 二 in I^ cTrth Po^nt th二 
you always walk by that has an interest to you personally. At first it doesn't have to be a like this theoretical, ifs just a site that you walk by all the time•……that's what ^ t l a t I C r i i ^ S a s 
there you have to think howthis could become a typological condition for other parts of Hong Kong, as not other parts ofthe city as there is always that kind of situation that is v S i 二 = s t qa^n ^R^ht 
a enough, I mean as a starting pint we can discuss that, then we have to think about how is th'at site significant beyond that p e ^ a ^ u i ^ k t d of . feel^about 
I have in mind is actually the Kowloontong interchange, it's a place where we have a bus station the KCR and the MTR going together, and I think this interchange condition is very specific in Honq Konq there 
are lots of these interchanges ,n p aces like Admiralty and Central and Hung Horn. All of these are interchanges space. And I feel l ike……that now the interchange to me are just like Lne丨s they are … 。 ^ 。 二 ^ 
r S。l’m.thinking maybe connected the^....... This」a Kind of p h e n o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s t S ： ； ^ 
must because this is a n o r . a , Place that a.. Of us Will go. Travel being one 0 
T u ^ n T s Z Z ^ K ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ GOV 厂 e islarge enough for whole Hong Kong, that's why we have'to change a n d … … : … … w h e n : are lookLg a^how many people 
a〔e using transport like MTR 0 KCR, there are more than 2 million people using these kind of transport everyday. So I'm thinking if we want to create cultural space, I think that space should be related to dailv life it 
fhouldn be as museum that ,t's a container…....but people go there if they wanna go. I think there might be a better way to give people understanding about our culture in relating it w k ^ ^ ’ 
L T l n t t your point. But the argument.... we are just purely talking about the way you presented it as idea and thought, an argument that's....... ifs often times..... ifs not ifs not that there is a better way to 
二 e『nt museums, it, that .s a museum as separate entity versus museum as part of infrastructure. Ifs not so much that this is better……because I mean ……we know the issue of museum iJ^ gger^han ei f T ^ 
[ h th + not a binary world and they are many many ways to do a museum and there are many many ways of good museums by themselves. We sometimes like to go to museums w i t h o u ^ o i n ^ ough 3 
think that has to be acceptab e. The condrtion of subway as itself or infrastructure transportation as itself is perhaps more of the issue there, how you improve a certain place/concTon by a 二 r o T ^ r ^ e n t ^ n in. 
the subway, in the station or interchange? Okay .....so museum is going to be a viable way, a feasible way than ifs interjected as a program. If shopping is going to be L way sho^p 二 T h o u s l 二 
or whatever program. These are programmatic abstracts and without sound investigation and without an overall understanding ofthe working o/^ou know an economy d i S to 
say this program 丨 s better than that program as architectural study or intervention or research. The best one could hope is to provide a certain kind of strategy to build or design thslh of conLtivitJ so hat vou 
二 V when the research shows orwhen there is interest to have, you could even plug in a hospital……whatever you know……I mean once those are determined then yoS could s ^ n?plug = 
museum How do I reorganize my museum wthin this interchange? Perhaps it has to be more specific: the museum of transportation. You know in many cities...... so in this case, ts eventually when you are 
^eady to tackle this specific of that ^ cation, you say the program is gonna be a museum of transportation and it is not a museum of fashion……maybe ifs in a way. ifs totally wmng...... but i L ， = ^ave 0 
， a way to make it relevant. So that it doesn't leave any open-ended question. You know and that you say museum of transportation, its integrated into this system of interchange and but just that is not enouqh 
You have to add like retail, you have to add like restaurant and things like that, so but then……you see how the question is starting to take on a different life because that you become ..... like the lsue r n o t about 
an广ore……you know perhaps you recognize that too……perhaps the issue s more about how to activate, how to re-conceptualize a subway station, so the v a L is re-conceptualizing a subway staSon 
wtji^h finds Its relevance in many stations as any part ofthe world, rightthatthe subway is current everyday life and the future ofthe design, so that's how you could mean by going around You really haveto be gid 
vj^ ith，vigorous with your reasoning and every time you have to make sure that you do not open up more questions or more holes that you cannot possibly answer. That's hopefully how it shapes the direction of a 
thesis……umm...... immediately, I could think of one example as a kind of perfect site for intervention which is Karlsplatz in Vienna. Ok.... I mean you yourself must have been there several times right? You realize 
it is also an 
mean there 
got the MTR station and the KCR station, then the two are linked together but and then you have the festival walk and we have a public 
S I .…"1 mean not push but l’m _ g to kind of provoke this 
and really minimum kind of presence because there are so man v f m l T fh ^ ^ ^ have more of whatever public space ……whatever it may be ……also parts of it need just this quick in and out 
How about Central? 
S r ' i n S r ^ i ^ l ^ n g a r … … ^ 1 1 about being invisible, right? Central is simply because it is just a station, not an interchange, so it,s all about. 
Yeah two lines splitting, right? 
I'm not just talking about interchange in the metro itself, it's about how it connects with other kinds of transportation means 
Ah okay so it connects with the airport express. 
It's connected with the buses the bus terminal and the ferry 
丨:m not P^'-f^ding you to out of Ko^^oon Tong, I'm just simply telling you the complexity of the issue, the assumption because what is the thesis? Ifs about identifying issues I mean in the 
t r l l n J sense, estabhshmg assumpfon and then you research to backup your assumption or to verify your assumption and to find out or to test out or expe i ^ ^ a y r o ^ t ^ q a n d t h e . d ^ e a n = 
the extension of that experiment, right? By certain experiments, you then construct this overall model in a scientific sense ifs like constructina a modPl ..<,inn « mnTJ i J 1 J , f®®?" 「eajl^ 
二 二 = t ’ K When you p o 二 h to see as problem, you might already have some idea in mind what is a problem ……that's when you say it's a problem t h a ^ a n not va id^ed t h S 
= r 二 yet，because you haven t start the process of……so everything you say now is an assumption, right? So to realize what ……or to verify what is an a s s u m p ion that ifreSe^^^s^^^^^^^^ 
as an issue or as a problem or what is much more muddy and much more ambiguous, uncertain ^ " reiaiiveiy son ot cieariy denned liKe 
；^ j u ? thinkit^g which direction should I take, shall I just look at the quality of those interchanges and then identify the problem or should it be tackled in another sense like 
Okay I mean there it's a bigger … … I don't ……tackle from a sense that is not architectural? Can you explain that? …… 
Just like as I'm talking about culture, that kind of stuff. 
了here seems to be two parallel interests just from so far we have discussed. One has to do with transportation, especially subway and train, whether it is interchange or you know or ifs a station bv itself one 
enc:tej^similar issues, okay……whether it is problem or not we don't know, but at least it is issue of collective space, issues of presence on street level, activities on stree^vei r s u ^ o ^ c o ^ n t w r t S e ' s o a c e 
whether the content is museum or shopping or restaurant, those are the issues, whether it is Kowloon Tong, Central or station out in the east rail or you know some n e w ^ L ^ s y o f k ^ ^ J T a y l ^ L stondar^ 
r e r s we - - ^ s ^ g o , ^ ^ the site yet, we are going from the issues and then we find certain site that have those perfect issue's or layout to be tested So re s a： t e : e t s ： 
Public transport. 177 
Yeah……public transport, but the main thing is rail you know public transport could also be bus 
Not bus. 
i s 隨 應 • 酵 ； 哪 p i s s s ; 艦 
No, it doesn't have to be like a box. 
Why can't we propose an alternative to that? 
of museum that are good enough to require……okay 二 二 e = 二 i l T e h n L Yofk t h . r l Z ' . Z Z : . •…the norms themselves are not sufficient. There's not enough like body of…….sort of collection 
space under a bridge in one ofthe anchor, you k n o w L " b i ^ e s haveT^^^^ T " " " ' f "nd so on, there is a particular museum which is built, taking the leftover 
that they have, it's underneath the bridge, you knowhow 二二：=e a u ^ I t T ！^ huge concrete structures and so somehow this gallery, is not very big, it took up one ofthe spaces 
and t h e L are ike really like old fashioned museum is c 二 e ^ e n a m e ^ h t 卜^^^"^ T ' ” ^e pretty far, right? And usually the bank go likes that 
solid, this form is not solid, so it has some opening rpacTand th^n i t tnd of b^ ^ New York and connec s Manhattan with Brooklyn, so it took up a space inside there, but it’s like not 
space as an exhibition space, like a ……you know. v e ^ a t e ^ L r l v L t i ^ ^ 二 ^ c S j : 二 th；：; 丨 and this is much taller and because ofthe road, the slope goes up higher, so they occupy this 
is the DIA Museum ’ which is ；et up in a f l m e r fee 一 : i l s L w t h e a ^ 二 叩；“warehouse and so……and you know the most recent example 
about 30 minutes from the city, which is……it was like a f a c T y s p a c f 二 丨t’s like 3 0 0 0 0 0 ^ f ^ o f t S • ； r l ^ t t p l n t J H'丨丨 ” the most recent gallery museum set up in Beacon which is another town, 
installation like the installation is so huge that normally t h o s e = r k coul，d not L S o ^ n a t V D i c = u = r ^ I f ^ n JTr； !二 ' I T f . _……""us^ devoting space to like 5 artists, like minimalist artist doing large art 
factory ran out of business many years ago, and of course t f ^ h e I L u ^ b u ^^ s ^keThe H i l J n h ? ‘ space as huge as that can accommodate this kind of large scale. And then the 
everybody is employed by the same factory right......but many y : 二 h T f r c l c Z a n L of ^ i t ^ 。 S ^ f t h T T J ^ d everybody depending on the factory to work, like 
to Bilbao,as the case where the city was todecline, because of t h r i a c k of S ^ s ' ^ ^ ' i V ^ I “ ’ so there is not much economic activity……similar 
巳ut how do you know that the norm IS enough or not? 
Yes 
they allow people to come in and interact with the artist and interact with the work, interact with thespace umm •…you know Tmean there i f ^ n o ^ r e x a r ^ l 丨！。^。!—^? h ？ ^ 训 产 
Manhattan, there is the PS1 ’ public school one, ifs the name ofthe museum, okay, it recently merged with J M O M A b u t priorto I t ^ s l a v s ^ e D e n d i t : ， ， long island cty, which is just outs.de 
interesting contemporary art museum and what happen is that it has a front...... it i； a conversion ofan o d public s r o o l ^ k f y i l r m t s e u m t h a f s whv " i. P.二as also a v e ^ 
school’ in New York，they don't always have a name for every high school, so it's like they have 12345 for this is PS1 p u t l i c . s c h o o l : to 二 o n ^ . t n n f r ’ 
So somehow the name• •….ifs an ell old school and they closed and went to another location, and they adopted the'building and they' i V t h ^ n a m e i n s ^ 二 e y T e caTed PS1 
and the name of the museum also kept like PS1 • What they have was a building of just 4 storeys you know tall soace brick buildinn th^v had p ^nnrh/IrH " ^ ？ ' "ey re called PS1 
= b u i l d some concrete w a l U e ^ t a l . concre^ wa.., _ … … a s a new con^ui t ion . so J y h ' a v e anTutdooT.ike'an o S o ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ e c。 o cour^ar^ 
summer……actually the front courtyard is always free, it,s you can walk in, you can enjoy the front courtyard, until you get in the building, you don't have tobuy'the ticket s o peo二le c.ould 
Is it similar to MQ? 178 
B e L ^ s r o ' f T h e s S e " ••…曰抓㊀ concept. I mean all these buildings they can have outdoor exhibition, but this is more interesting, but this is more intimate. 
二 i s also something that I'm interested, that's why I'm putting this here. Coz there is already something in my mind, what form it's going to take and but 1 just don't know how to legitimate...... 
Yeah legitimize the theory behind, I also appreciate that you've just talk about 
Which quality? 
About the PS1 
’ the courtyard, I think this is what makes the museum lively 
Right 
And make it part of our daily life. 
of a sort of intellectual exercise that goes around and spend a year and complicated of issue, it s just that.……its not possible to achieve a good or to achieve a useful result, it becomes just kind 
S ^ c ： r the P S 1 ， s e e t h i n g to do with a station but ifs not really like mixing both of it, 
some small exhibition as an introduction to what is happen ngin^de thrmuseum I ^  ， ⑴ 騰 口 “ ^ itself, hke there could be some modifications done in the station, so it could hold 
is because they are not convenient, and what m a k e s T c o r e r Z t are these rnspoJ ta t i^y me because 1 thmk we don't have enough visitors to the museums and I think most of the reason 
But if that is not a reason, but that's something additional to a museum 
to get people to go. So be careful, you know……you could do the same project but don't use a wrong reason. So and so on……but at the s a L time ‘ ' t there because that s the 
Do you think a museum is already a reason? By itself? 
Yes, because someone wants to build a museum, what more reason do you need? A foundation wants to donate a hundred million to makP a miic^Pum w^^h ^ •‘ • k ‘ 
p n e e d 7 Y o u know... 1 mean……of course there is also a theoretical aspect to it why we do any pro ^^ ^ t ^ t L f v ^ f v ^ o u T d a h T n d r S S o n ° 
a c o n — … … O k a y … … t h e n the site, which station that you look at and what are the site issues, what arL S ^ S e ' l ^ ^ S ： ^ ： ! ^ ' S ^ e n t S d I s ^ ~ 
the way that you have to be careful in terms of driving that projecT . ‘ not necessarily all the museums will be approached m the same way, depending on the site, so I guess that is 
How about some new sites? Taking the more developing areas 
^cc：!；：：'；；：^；^"'"' a museum of thought, a museum of idea, how to present and record ideas of everyday life and people and go there to write something and record something and send it to them. That 
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became under one company, all the gates in between the r 。 s : n s he S n n I t 1 .ih 1 ^ f f ^ ^ 1 an opportunity for me to rethink about the use of the station, since if the interchange has 
Tong station. So here is a diagram showing w h a t r e x l T n q 广minated So my design actually starts with the investigation of the existing railway interchange in the Kowloon 
which is here, MTR is shaded in orange and KCR in g S y ^ S ^ underground so right now the MTR and KCR, they have a common concourse on the underground, 
to the platform on ground, so in addition to the p la t form^thte l also a ^ change from MTR and KCR within this level and if you have to take a train in KCR. you have to go up 
design The two diagrams actually correspond - they have f e same l e v ^ S o fhis is r v l n t n l t t nT + T t 「 e s ival Walk and Suffolk Road here. So now I'll talk about the scope of my intervention/my 
the I s e u m component I've added in anS the r e n J n : 二 ^ T e J x S Sf t = a t Z : 二 。 门 is blue coloured and I've divided them into two components in this diagram: the lighter part shows 
so this whole area becomes blue instead dividing into L o c o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ t ’ used to be MTR and KCR. but now I assume that there is a mergence, 
level and then I've added one floor on top of this Th^sloractuallv co二二 l o r T h e Y r X h ^ i t ! r i ， ^ d e d and >11 explain this in detail later in the section. And this is the underground concourse 
just fill up with soil, 4m of soil. So what I'm proposing s to a ^ 七^口丨丨玄 d • 丨 叩 ofthe Kowloon Tong station and I've found that this portion specially is 
to take the KCR, you actual, pass through』inse^rted floor ^ l ^ e V u co^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  。 门 邮 。 『 • - e r g r o - concourse, so if you have 
[Frank Chiu] Where is that floor in that section in the underground concourse, in that big drawing? 
So this is the concourse level and this is the floor which I've added. So this is the ground level. 
= = 二 y 二 二 c 二 。 ； ； 。 ^ ^ 」 ? = = = - e 二 • • here which Is next to the festival walk and right 圓 the KCR 
concourse and this is where I've moved the concourse. F o r T h l Lvel I ve a^o redeln^^^^^ concourse which actually opens up to the landscape here. So this is the original 
a presence now. And on top of this platform level, IVe added a n o t h e r floo' = i abovL the piat for^ 二 i ^ s he f i n t l h , 二二 ? an entrance for both KCR station and MTR station, it has 
the platform, as you can see here in this elevation. So this is ^ha^l ve a 二 二 ^ t o p ’ be the footbridge level, the footbridge ,s kept and IVe added 2 more floor plates above 
The circulation design could be read in two levels. First is underground which is happening at the exact location ofthe interchanae bPtwf>Pn m t r ；,nHth«i^rp q。。。、 , . 
二erground regarding my design. The first point is this space over here. This is Z space which cou d b r c o n c l t ^ i n he mod^ 
interventions.... The first one is here, this is a theatre inserted within the station itself. If trace in the section, it is here the MTR station, you can see the MTR here and the two basic 
= = = = = 6 麵 二 「 ， d i l e m ， , n 她 museum 
look specifically into this issue. For example the space here, how does it actually i n t e r L with the e x i : 二 r ^ a ^ n f o n t L ni^n J V :trad丨ct ion again and in my design I tried to 
underground level, the existing underground concourse shared between MTR whiih r h e r r f n d ^ e i L ^ t ^ t ' ' ' V - ^ f s t a t i o n . This is the 
the escalator, you wIN pass through this theatre space, but it wi„ ••. you have to purposely go into that ^ e ^ Z ： ： ： ： ^ u S ： " ： ^ ^ ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = f 
[Reviewer 1 ] A very interesting model. 181 
IV：：：!^：^^^^^^ J i ^ i f S r ^ C ^ r i r J ^ i r - r r T ' ^ r _ 丨 have b a s i c - retained two routes as the 
components, there are always choices for people to make. The gray ^ne shov^ S i e ^ s t e l ^ ^ ^ f v T a ^ o u i S S t T m d ^ t ^ s : one to Hung Horn and one to Lo Wu. From these two different 
move around the entire museum or just one part of it. So the s a L V r s showThl L s r e f L l r l v 。Hung Horn and then the red lines show what you can choose: you can choose to 
happening underground. st efficient way from MTR to Lo Wu and this is another path you could choose to visit the museum. So this is basically what is 
Which is this element over here. So this element is basics.,y composed of a series of arches, 
about. g P , also acts a beam to support the bridge above as well as the roof canopy .So these two long strips are this kind of relationship that I'm talking 
sitehSo for this one we could look atthe section over here. So this actually shows how the 
canopy transforms, it becomes canopy on two side s o 。 二 d : • = = 。 = = for thP ? ! ^ H th t ^ H 』 / has one hangover here with skylight. And then for this part because there is a taxi station, so this 
some Skylight for the people moving around. So for t h r p a r s l ^ r l e pPoly^rborSranel^ iT inser ted S T - People waiting for the taxi. And for this part, which is here in the model. IVe actually incorporated 
are the plans for this typical profile, so it's always changes 丨ike a landscape and every time when you have 
because for the part which actually lifts up, this part the ure / thTLl I c o n t i n S f b r c o l th . LTJ^H f hej^which actually shows the changing profile. So it's kind of three-dimensional 
bench for people to sit on the platform, forihem fo wait f o ^ e fain S c l l ^ sho I^!s Yhe T T t h ^ arch 叩 f l o o r and then 丨 t keeps on transforming and for some part the wall actually turns into a 
u p ^ o that they beco.es the skylight for the underground, and it continue a„ the way here to the 
added here, so this slab levels with the landscape over there T ^ T b e c o ^ s r v o u l o r ^frnlntur^? ， ？ 叩 to connect to the festival walk. And then there is an additional slab which IVe 
thing of my design is that I'm re-conceptualizing L mode oftansp « ent're art museum plus station. So I guess the most important 
one could encounter art within the station and at the same time without lowering the 二 S ^ v o f S S L h ^ e n n a l i s l c T ^ ^ ^ t of transporting people, but now it is augmented with the quality in which 
then this is the main entrance which is here and you can see these arch Dr^lThere ^ 二 ^ ^ v ^ h 二 二 L . Z ^ ^ T i 丨的丨士丨么 these are the perspectives, showing…this is the roof, showing the skylight and 
video artists for projection because this is a contLous s u r f L e castTut oTconcre e so one ciu^ma^^^^^^^^^^^ = 二 ' /he a r c h e s . ， a t night, these surfaces could be used by media artists and 
these canopies but then it is a,so containing speakers and LED displays. 二 = 二 = 二 S ^ ^ S ： ^ ^ ^ ： ^ ： f ^ ： ： ^ ； ^ ^ ^ ™ - I channels supporting 
[Agnes Ng] Do you want to talk about some of the study models, why do you choose the final form from those? 
details what is happening…the articulation of the spaces inside S : s『^ a ^ t l ^ r v ^ o n that l^e ^ 二 h P ^ ^ , d out that it is a bit chaotic inside, so I would like to look into more 
I'm trying to look for one central language, which I could use f^rrTthe ^nderq^u二 S e waTun to th； ton T ; seems that d.fferent parts have different languages, which is a bit inconsistent. So 
this model, rm trying to interweave . so blue is the museum 二 二 n : 二 one s t h e T a ^ 二 this interweaving。f these strips, so this is the space underneath. For 
at specifically the station canopy to see how this language couldTansfo m int^thrup^ this is an attempt to interweave both circulations together and then this is looking 
whole area. And then it comes to this model. ® uPPer level. And then this is looking at the site in a larger scale to see how this language could read as an urban intervention in the 
Any questions? 
£ ； 丨 : 二 = 1 < 丨 丨 ； ^ 丨 : = ； ^ 二 二 丨 = = 二 r i l ^ S ^ ^ L " ' " ^ ^ and infrastructure is very challenging. But , think you have approached it like step by step with really precise decisions , think you are 
Because the station itself is very complicated. It took me a long time to understand the circulation. 
二 = 刚 二 二 l ^ ^ s j i k e … s e e m s - be oversimplification in this study and in your plans which is a little... , mean this is an 誦 z i n g model. 
二 ： 协 e diagrams are trying to make people understand the existing condition in comparison with my design. Coz if these is too three-di圆sional ; it would be different for people to read. So how to deal with 
= 二 二 = 二 = 二 二 = = = = = = = 二 二 二 ^ 
二 = = = S 二 = = 二 二 二 = ; = 二 二 l e v e 》 b _ s e this one it is not only a canopy but actually acts as a beam to actually support 
cantilevering and how this actually continues to the Spper floor as l l lese^^^^^^^ the^；； 乂 out, so it took me some time to look at the profile how it could actually Llowthis 
[Frank Chiu] Just proposing a way of processing those section cuts of canopy to follow along the rail line. Where are those cuts come from? 
In the elevation, these cuts are along the canopy. 
s e e 『 t = = = : = = ， t h e vanationsof space and a,so about you to f _ e r design them, to manipulate 
二 ： 丨 = = = | 二 ( = g n ) - I - 二 。 , 一 is very ^ 二 二 = 二 二 = = = 二 二 & 二 二 
= 二 = 二 二 = = 二 二 = = 二 
L t t o a c ^ e ^ r S ^ r n 如 ^ the arch and how it's cantilevering out and how it form an opening underneath. Basically the model is made in a way.. 
• it's very sculptural, and all these opening. Maybe you 
S ^ S J ： ： 二 二 二 : r iSfOne。f - best ,Ve ever seen in the school and a,so your rationale and what makes your 
thesis .Ve seen. One 隱 e thing to improve is y J g r a p L it's not ver / ,：^^： 二 ^ 口 ^ ^ ! ^ t Z w ^ ^ ^ ^ ： ^ ^ ； ； ： ^ ^ ^ ： ^ thesis. I think this is an excellent 
[Reviewer 1 ] But you have started to do that with these sections, right? 
[Frank Chiu] Yes they could be bigger and bigger. 
I would also like to do that. This project, the scale is enormous. I think for myself when I'm working on those sections. I think they can go bigger into say 1 to 20 or 1 to 10’ but time is limited. 
S L ' ^ ： ] can have entire career to play with it. That's the point of a thesis: that you have enough meat that you will never forget to eat on it for your entire career, it wi„ 
[Leng Woo] Last comment or not? I would like to think the reviewers for the entire morning. Thank you. 
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